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The spectral gap problem—determining whether the energy spectrum of a system has an energy gap
above ground state, or if there is a continuous range of low-energy excitations—pervades quantum many-
body physics. Recently, this important problem was shown to be undecidable for quantum-spin systems in
two (or more) spatial dimensions: There exists no algorithm that determines in general whether a system is
gapped or gapless, a result which has many unexpected consequences for the physics of such systems.
However, there are many indications that one-dimensional spin systems are simpler than their higher-
dimensional counterparts: For example, they cannot have thermal phase transitions or topological order,
and there exist highly effective numerical algorithms such as the density matrix renormalization group—
and even provably polynomial-time ones—for gapped 1D systems, exploiting the fact that such systems
obey an entropy area law. Furthermore, the spectral gap undecidability construction crucially relied on
aperiodic tilings, which are not possible in 1D. So does the spectral gap problem become decidable in 1D?
In this paper, we prove this is not the case by constructing a family of 1D spin chains with translationally
invariant nearest-neighbor interactions for which no algorithm can determine the presence of a spectral gap.
This not only proves that the spectral gap of 1D systems is just as intractable as in higher dimensions, but it also
predicts the existence of qualitatively new types of complex physics in 1D spin chains. In particular, it implies
there are 1D systemswith a constant spectral gap andnondegenerate classical ground state for all systems sizes
up to an uncomputably large size, whereupon they switch to a gapless behavior with dense spectrum.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevX.10.031038 Subject Areas: Condensed Matter Physics,
Quantum Physics

I. INTRODUCTION

One-dimensional spin chains are an important and
widely studied class of quantum many-body systems.
The quantum Ising model, for example, is a classic model
ofmagnetism; the1D Isingmodelwith transverse fields is the
textbook example of a quantumphase transition. It is also one

of a handful of quantum many-body systems which can be
completely solved analytically. Indeed, most known exactly
solvable quantum many-body models are in 1D [1–3]. Even
for 1D systems that are not exactly solvable, the density
matrix renormalization group (DMRG) algorithm [4] works
extremely well in practice, and recent results have even
yielded provably efficient classical algorithms for all 1D
gapped systems [5].
While it is known that approximating a 1D qua-

ntum 3 system’s ground-state energy to inverse poly-
nomial precision is in general QMA hard (where QMA
is the quantum analog of NP, the class of nondeter-
ministic polynomial time problems) [6,7]—even with
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translationally invariant nearest-neighbor interactions
[8,9]—currently there are no examples of gapped QMA-
hard Hamiltonians, and there are indications [10] that
gaplessness is required in order to have a QMA-hard to
compute ground-state energy.
There are several other indications that ground states of

(finite) gapped 1D systems are qualitatively simpler than in
higher dimensions. They obey an entanglement area law;
hence, they have an efficient classical description in terms
of matrix product states [11,12]. Furthermore, thermal
phase transitions [13] and topological order [14] are both
ruled out for 1D quantum systems. For classical 1D
systems, satisfiability and tiling problems become tractable.
For the simplest class of spin chains—qubit chains with
translationally invariant nearest-neighbor interactions—the
spectral gap problem has been completely solved when the
system is frustration-free [15].
Contrast this tractability with the situation in 2D and

higher, where even simple theoretical models such as the 2D
Fermi-Hubbard model (believed to underlie high-temper-
ature superconductivity) cannot be reliably solved numeri-
cally even for moderately large system sizes [16,17], the
entropy area law remains an unproven conjecture [18], and
the spectral gap problem—i.e., the question of the existence
of a spectral gap above the ground state in the thermody-
namic limit—is undecidable [19,20]. This latter result holds
under the assumption that either the ground state is non-
degenerate with a constant spectral gap above it in the
gapped case, or that the entire spectrum is continuous in the
gapless case; therefore, the undecidability of the problem of
distinguishing the two cases is not due to the presence of
ambiguous cases (for example, cases where low-excited
states collapse onto the ground state in the limit). For
classical systems, satisfiability and tiling problems are
nondeterministic polynomial time hard [21] and undecid-
able [22] (respectively) in two dimensions and higher.
Despite these indications that one-dimensional systems

appear qualitatively easier to analyze than their higher-
dimensional counterparts, we show in this paper that the
spectral gap problem is undecidable, even in 1D. The
many-body quantum systems we consider in this work are
one-dimensional spin chains, i.e., with a Hilbert space
ðCdÞ⊗N , where d is the local physical dimension, and N the
length of the chain. The spins are coupled by translationally
invariant local interactions: a nearest-neighbor term hð2Þ,
which is a d2 × d2 Hermitian matrix, and a (d × d)-sized
local term hð1Þ which is also Hermitian. Both hð1Þ and hð2Þ
are independent of the system size N. The overall
Hamiltonian HN will be a sum of the local terms:

HN ¼
XN−1

i¼1

hð2Þ
i;iþ1 þ

XN
i¼1

hð1Þ
i : ð1Þ

[Following standard notation, subscripts indicate the
spin(s) on which the operator acts nontrivially, with the

operator implicitly extended to the whole chain by tensor-
ing with 1 on all other spins.] More precisely, hð1Þ and hð2Þ
define a sequence of Hamiltonians fHNg on increasing
chain lengths. The thermodynamic limit is taken by letting
N grow to infinity.
In order to be completely unambiguous about what we

mean by the two terms gapped and gapless, we use a very
strong definition. For fHNg to be gapless, we require that
there exists a finite interval of size c > 0 above its ground-
state energy E0ðNÞ such that the spectrum of HN becomes
dense therein as N goes to infinity, in the sense that any
value in the interval ½E0ðNÞ; E0ðNÞ þ c� is arbitrarily well
approximated by an N-dependent sequence of eigenvalues
of HN . In contrast, fHNg is gapped if there exists γ > 0
such that for all N ∈ N, HN have a nondegenerate ground
state and a spectral gap ΔðHNÞ > γ where ΔðHNÞ is the
difference in energy between the (unique) ground state and
the first excited state [23] (see Fig. 1).

II. MAIN RESULT

Our main result is a construction of a nearest-neighbor
coupling hð2ÞðηÞ and a single-site term hð1ÞðηÞ para-
metrized by an integer η, with the guarantee that each
of the corresponding Hamiltonians fHNðηÞg defined via
Eq. (1) is either gapped or gapless according to the
definitions given above. For this particular class of
Hamiltonians, we show that determining which η corre-
sponds to gapped instances and which η corresponds to
gapless instances is as hard as determining whether a given
Turing machine halts, a problem known as the halting
problem. Since the latter problem is undecidable [24], this

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. Competing spectra of the gapless versus gapped phase
for the Hamiltonian H ¼ ðHC þHdenseÞ ⊕ 0þ 0 ⊕ Htrivial.
(a) The system is gapped with Δ > 0 and unique product ground
state. The thermodynamic limit is in a gapped phase. (b) If and
only if the encoded universal Turing machine halts, there exists a
critical threshold system size after which the dense spectrum of
HC þHdense is pulled toward −∞ as the system size increases,
covering up the gap in the spectrum of Htrivial. The thermody-
namic limit is in a gapless phase.
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immediately implies that the question of the existence of a
spectral gap is also undecidable for 1D Hamiltonians, both
algorithmically, as well as in the axiomatic sense of
Gödel [25].
The construction of the interactions hð2ÞðηÞ and hð1ÞðηÞ is

based on an embedding of a fixed universal Turing machine
(UTM), in such a way that the spectral gap problem for
fHNðηÞg encodes the behavior of the UTM when given η
as an input: If the UTM halts on input η, then fHNðηÞg will
be gapless, while if the UTM does not halt on input η, it will
be gapped with spectral gap uniform in η.
Moreover, we can show that hð2ÞðηÞ and hð1ÞðηÞ can be

chosen to be small quantum perturbations around a
classical interaction (i.e., diagonal in the computational
basis), and that their dependence on η is due only to some
numerical factors. We present this explicit form together
with a summary of the above discussion in the following
theorem.
Theorem 1. Fix a UTM. There exist (explicitly con-

structible) nearest-neighbor interactions hð2ÞðηÞ and a local
term hð1ÞðηÞ parametrized by an integer η, such that
khð1ÞðηÞk ≤ 2, khð2ÞðηÞk ≤ 1, and the family of
Hamiltonians fHNðηÞg defined on a spin chain with N sites
and local dimension d by

HNðηÞ ¼
XN−1

i¼1

hð2Þ
i;iþ1ðηÞ þ

XN
i¼1

hð1Þ
i ðηÞ

satisfies the following:
(i) If the UTM halts on input η, then fHNðηÞg is

gapless.
(ii) If the UTM does not halt on input η, then fHNðηÞg is

gapped. Moreover, the spectral gap ΔðHNðηÞÞ ≥ 1
for all N ∈ N.

The interactions hð2ÞðηÞ and hð1ÞðηÞ can be chosen to be
of the form

hð1ÞðηÞ ¼ aþ βð2−2jηja0 þ a00Þ; ð2Þ

hð2ÞðηÞ ¼ bþ βð2−2jηjb0 þ b00

þ eiπϕðηÞb000 þ e−iπϕðηÞb000†

þ eiπ2
−2jηj

b0000 þ e−iπ2
−2jηj

b0000†Þ; ð3Þ

where 0 < β ≤ 1 is any rational number (which can be
chosen arbitrarily small), jηj denotes the number of
digits in the binary expansion η ¼ η1η2;…; ηjηj, ϕðηÞ
denotes its binary fraction with interleaved 1’s, i.e.,
ϕðηÞ ¼ 0.η11η21;…; ηjηj−11ηjηj, and a, a0, a00 are d × d
matrices and b, b0, b00, b000, b0000 are d2 × d2 matrices with
the following properties:

(i) a and b are diagonal with entries in Z; i.e., they
correspond to a purely classical spin coupling.

(ii) a0, a00, b0, b00 are Hermitian with entries in Q½ ffiffiffi
2

p �;
i.e., they are of the form xþ y

ffiffiffi
2

p
with x and y being

rational numbers.
(iii) b000, b0000 have entries in Q.

Since the matrices constructed have entries in Q½ ffiffiffi
2

p �, they
can be specified by a finite description, which together with
the binary expansion of η completely determines the
interactions hð2ÞðηÞ and hð1ÞðηÞ.
As in the 2D case, we emphasize that, since β can be an

arbitrarily small parameter, the theorem proves that even an
arbitrarily small perturbation of a classical Hamiltonian can
have an undecidable spectral gap in the thermodynamic
limit. This argument also shows that even for classical
Hamiltonians, the gapped phase is not stable in general and
is susceptible to arbitrarily small perturbations.
There have been many previous results over the years

relating undecidability to classical and quantum physics
[22,26–49]. We refer to the Introduction of Ref. [20] for a
detailed historical account of these previous results.
So where is the difficulty in extending the two-

dimensional result of Cubitt et al. [19] to one-dimensional
systems? One of the key ingredients in the 2D construction
is a classical aperiodic tiling. The particular tiling used in
Ref. [20], due to Robinson [50], exhibits a fractal structure,
i.e., a fixed density of structures at all length scales. This
ingredient is crucial if one were to directly translate the
original undecidability result to a one-dimensional system.
A Wang tile set [51] consists of a finite set of different

types of square tiles, each tile type having one color
assigned to each of its four sides [33]. Translated to
Hamiltonians, the computational basis state at each site
indicates which tile is placed there; the interactions of the
corresponding tiling Hamiltonian are diagonal projectors in
the computational basis; each of these projectors constrains
neighboring sites to be in states that correspond to a
matching tile configuration (i.e., where two tiles can be
placed next to each other only if the colors of the abutting
sides match). A constant local dimension implies we can
have only a constant number of tiles, and thus, of colors.
But in 1D, as soon as any tile occurs a second time along
the chain, the entire pattern that followed that tile pre-
viously can repeat indefinitely. (Conversely, just as in 2D, if
any finite segment cannot be tiled, then neither can the
infinite chain.) Thus, the tiling problem in 1D is known to
be decidable, even by a simple algorithm.
For this reason, an underlying tile set like the Robinson

tiles used in 2D—with patterns of all length scales—is
impossible in 1D, under the physical constraint of retaining
a finite local dimension.
Quantum mechanics can, in principle, circumvent this

constraint, since entanglement can introduce long-range
correlations, even in unfrustrated qudit chains [52]. Yet,
even though it is known that one can obtain correlations
between faraway sites that decay only polynomially, the
resulting Hamiltonians are gapless [53,54].
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The key new idea is a 1D construction, which we denote
the marker Hamiltonian, that creates—within the system’s
ground state—a periodic partition of the spin chain into
segments, but whose length and period are related to the
halting time of a Turing machine. This subtle interplay
between the dynamics of a Turing machine, the periodic
quantum ground-state structure and the energy spectrum,
plays the role of the classical aperiodic tilings of the 2D
construction.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. III, we present

a summary of the construction and how it differs from the
2D one. In Sec. IV, we detail the construction of the marker
Hamiltonian. In Sec. V, we present the modifications that
are required for the encoding of UTM into Hamiltonian
interactions due to this modified setup. These two compo-
nents are combined in Sec. VI. The main result of the
undecidability of the spectral gap is proven in Sec. VII.
Finally, we present some extensions to our result in
Sec. VIII.

III. OUTLINE OF THE CONSTRUCTION

Let us now give an outline of how we circumvent the
problems in extending the 2D construction to 1D chains,
and present an overview of the different elements which are
required to construct hð2ÞðηÞ and hð1ÞðηÞ.
We start by presenting some background on Turing

machines and the halting problem.

A. Turing machines

A (classical) Turing machine is a simple model of
computation consisting of an infinite “tape” divided into
cells and a “head” which steps left or right along the tape.
The machine is always in one of a finite number of possible
“internal states” fqigQi¼1. There is one special internal state
denoted qf, which tells the machine to halt when it enters
this state. Each cell can have one “symbol” written in it,
from a finite set of possible symbols fσΣi¼1g. A finite table
of “transition rules” determine how the machine should
behave for each possible combination of symbol and
internal state. At each time step, the machine reads the
symbol in the cell currently under the head and looks up
this symbol and the current internal state in the transition
rule table. The transition rule specifies a symbol to over-
write in the current cell, a new internal state to transition to,
and whether to move the head left or right one step along
the tape. The “input” to a Turing machine is whatever
symbols are initially written on the tape, and the “output” is
whatever is left written on the tape when it halts.
Despite its apparent simplicity, Turing machines can

carry out any computation that it is possible to perform.
Indeed, Turing constructed a UTM: a single set of transition
rules that can perform any desired computation determined
solely by the input. Given an input η to a universal Turing

machine M, the halting problem asks whether M halts on
input η.

B. Encoding of the halting problem

We want to construct a Hamiltonian whose spectral
gap encodes the halting problem. More precisely, starting
from a fixed UTM M, we want to construct the inter-
actions hð2ÞðηÞ and hð1ÞðηÞ which define a 1D, translation-
ally invariant, nearest-neighbor, spin-chain Hamiltonian
HNðηÞ ¼ HNðM; ηÞ on the Hilbert space H ¼ ðCdÞ⊗N ,
such thatHNðηÞ is gapped in the limitN → ∞ ifM halts on
input η, and gapless otherwise.
In the earlier 2D construction [20], this dichotomy was

accomplished by combining a trivial gapped Hamiltonian
with one that has a dense spectrum (and thus gapless). The
combined Hamiltonian has the property that the ground-
state energy is the smallest of the two. The dense
Hamiltonian is then modified such that, if M halts on
input η, its lowest eigenvalue is pushed up by a large
enough constant, revealing the gap present due to the trivial
Hamiltonian. In a nonhalting instance, the dense spectrum
Hamiltonian has the lowest ground-state energy, and there-
fore, the combined Hamiltonian remains gapless.
In order to modify the dense Hamiltonian in this fashion,

we have to construct a Hamiltonian whose ground-state
energy is dependent on the outcome of a (quantum)
computation. This is possible thanks to Feynman and
Kitaev’s history state construction used ubiquitously
throughout quantum complexity proofs [6–9,55–59]. In
brief, this construction allows one to take a circuit C with
gates U1;…;UT acting on m qubits, and embed it into a
Hamiltonian on n ¼ mþ poly logT qubits, such that the
ground state is a superposition over histories of the
computation, i.e., a state of the form jΨi ∝ P

T
t¼0 jtijψ ti.

Every “snapshot” of the computation jψ ti is entangled with
a so-called clock register jti. For T computational steps,
one can implement such a clock with a local Hamiltonian
using poly logT qubits. The state jψ0i is thus input into the
circuit, and jψ ti ¼ Ut � � �U1jψ0i is the state of the circuit
after t gates. A later construction due to Gottesman and
Irani [8] similarly encodes the evolution of a quantum
Turing machine, instead of a quantum circuit. As the
transition rules of a Turing machine do not depend on
the head location, a benefit of encoding Turing machines
rather than circuits is that the resulting Hamiltonians are
naturally translationally invariant.
By adding a projector to “penalize” a subset of the

possible outcomes of the computation, as encoded in
jTijψTi, the ground state in these cases is pushed up in
energy by ΘðT−2Þ. We denote this circuit Hamiltonian with
penalties with HC ¼ HCðM; ηÞ—as it is the only term
dependent on the free parameter η and our chosen Turing
machine M, set up such that η serves as input to M—and
the Hilbert space it acts on with HC. The energy shift in
HC’s ground state can be exploited by combining this
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circuit Hamiltonian with three more Hamiltonians: Hdense
with a non-negative and asymptotically dense spectrum on
a Hilbert spaceHdense, andHtrivial with a trivial zero-energy
ground state and gap ≥ 1, on Hilbert space Htrivial. Then,

HNðM; ηÞ ≔ ½HCðM; ηÞ þHdense� ⊕ 0

þ 0 ⊕ Htrivial þHguard

is defined on the overall Hilbert space

H ≔ ðHC ⊗ HdenseÞ ⊕ Htrivial:

In order to ensure that the low-energy spectrum of HN is
determined either completely by Htrivial or by the sum
HC þHdense, we add another local Hamiltonian Hguard

acting on H with Ising-type couplings that penalize states
with “mixed” support (explicitly spelled out in Theorem 25).
If the computation output in HC is penalized, the dense

spectrum is pushed up, which in turn unveils the constant
spectral gap of some trivial Hamiltonian Htrivial, as shown
in Fig. 1.
Yet, even though we can easily penalize an embedded

Turing machine reaching a halting state in this way (i.e., by
adding a penalty term for the head being in any terminating
state qf), a history state Hamiltonian is insufficient for the
undecidability proof. (i) The energy penalty decreases as the
embedded computation becomes longer [60]. However, we
require a constant energy penalty density across the spin
chain. (ii) Ifwe try to circumvent this problemby subdividing
the tape to spawn multiple copies of the Turing machine, we
need to know the space required beforehand in which the
computation halts, if it halts—which is also undecidable.

C. Amplifying the energy penalty

Cubitt et al. [20] circumvent this problem by spawning a
fixed density of computations across an underlying
Robinson lattice. Like this, within every area A, the halting
case obtains an energy penalty ∝A; the ground-state energy
density therefore differs by a constant for the halting and
nonhalting cases, allowing the ground-state energy to
diverge in the halting case, which uncovers the spectral
gap. The fractal properties of the Robinson tiling further
ensure that every possible tape length appears with a
nonzero density in the large system size limit, so knowl-
edge of the Turing machine’s required runtime space is
unnecessary.
We replace the fractal Robinson tiling with a two-local

“marker” HamiltonianH0 on ðCcÞ⊗N , where the markers—
a special spin state j▪i—bound sections of tape used for the
Turing machine. H0 is diagonal with respect to boundary
markers; i.e., H0 commutes with j▪ih▪j. Thus, any eigen-
state jψi has a well-defined signature with respect to these
boundaries, where the signature sigjψi is defined as the
binary string with 1’s where boundaries are located, and 0’s

everywhere else. We construct H0 in such a way that two
consecutive markers bounding a segment will introduce an
energy bonus that falls off quickly as the length of the
segment increases; e.g., any eigenstate jψi with a signature

sigjψi ¼ ð…; 0; 1; 0;…; 0; 1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
lengthw

; 0;…Þ

will pick up a bonus of exp½−pðwÞ� for some fixed
polynomial p. This bonus will be strictly smaller in
magnitude than any potential penalty obtained from a
computation running on the same segment of length w,
i.e., when the TM head runs out of tape (see Fig. 2).

D. Quantum phase estimation

To the marker Hamiltonian, we add a history state
Hamiltonian Hpropðϕ;MÞ. Here,

ϕ ¼ ϕðηÞ ¼ 0.η11η21;…; ηjηj00… ð4Þ

encodes an input parameter η ∈ N with jηj binary digits as
binary fraction, where the digits of η are interleaved by
1’s. The second parameter M is a classical universal
Turing machine. We construct Hprop to encode the follow-
ing computation:

(i) A quantum Turing machine performs quantum
phase estimation (QPE) on a single-qubit unitary
that encodes the input ϕ.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 2. 1D Robinson tiling analog, the marker Hamiltonian:
The penalty between halting and not halting for the TM is flipped;
i.e., we penalize not halting (the TM head moves past the
available tape, or equivalently, the clock driving the TM runs
out of space—see Remark 19). (a) If the tape—delimited by a
black segment marker—is long enough for the TM to terminate,
there is no penalty. (b) If the tape is too short, a penalty is inflicted
due to the head running into the right segment marker. (c) Mixed-
length segments, each delimited with a segment marker. Those
segments for which there is insufficient tape space pick up a
penalty due to halting. The final construction introduces a small
bonus for each segment, which shrinks the longer the segment is,
and which is always smaller (in modulus) than the penalty that
could be inflicted on the TM running on the available tape. In the
halting case, this results in the lowest-energy configuration being
evenly spaced segments with just enough tape for the TM to halt.
In the nonhalting case, a single segment is most favorable.
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(ii) The classical universal TM M uses the binary
expansion of ϕ as input and performs a computation
on it.

Up to a slight modification for 1, which we explain later,
the two steps above describe the same Turing machine
same Turing machine construction as in Ref. [20], Sec. VI.
The Hamiltonian Hprop is set up to spawn one instance of
the computation per segment, and we penalize the TM M
running out of available tape up to the next boundary
marker with some local terms; as before, we denote the
resulting local Hamiltonian with HC. We finally add a
trivial HamiltonianHtrivial with ground-state energy −1 and
constant spectral gap. The overall Hamiltonian is then

HN ¼ βðμH0 þHCðM; ηÞ þHdenseÞ ⊕ 0

þ 0 ⊕ Htrivial þHguard;

where μ ¼ 2−jϕj is a small constant defined for ϕðηÞ as
given in Eq. (4) with jϕj ¼ 2jηj. β > 0 can be chosen
arbitrarily small.

We now explain how our construction differs during the
QPE step. QPE can be performed exactly when there is
sufficient tape [61]. In case there is insufficient space for the
full binary expansion of the input parameter ϕ, the output is
truncated, and the resulting output state is not necessarily a
product state in the computational basis anymore.
As in the 2D model, we have to allow for the possibility

that the QPE truncates ϕ, possibly resulting in the universal
TM dovetailed to the QPE switching its behavior to halting.
In the 2D construction of Ref. [20], one could circumvent
this possible change in halting behavior simply by sub-
tracting simply subtracting off the energy contribution from
truncated phase-estimation outputs; yet we cannot use this
mechanism in our result, since it is not possible in the 1D
construction, since we cannot a priori know the length of
the segments on which the Turing machine runs. Instead,
we augment the QPE algorithm by a short program which
verifies that the expansion has been performed in full, and
otherwise inflicts a large enough energy penalty to offset
the case that the UTM now potentially halts on the
perturbed QPE output.

FIG. 3. Energy contribution λ̄minðTÞ from a single segment of length w of the marker and TM Hamiltonian μH0 þHC shown in red,
where T is the runtime of the encoded computation bounded either by the segment length or by the halting time of the TM. The prefactor
μ ¼ 2−2jηj is a small constant to compensate for the fact that on too-short segments the phase estimation truncates the output, which we
can penalize only with strength Ωðμ=T3Þ. The dashed red line is the contribution of HC; i.e., the energy penalty inflicted in the case of
the Turing machine running out of space. The dashed blue line is the bonus from μH0.
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To this end, we make use of the specific encoding of ϕ:
The interleaved 1’s are flags indicating how many digits to
expand. Thanks to these flags, before the inverse quantum
Fourier transform, we know that the least-significant qubit
is exactly in state jþi if the expansion is completed, and has
overlap at least μ ¼ 2−jϕj with j−i otherwise. By adding a
penalty term to the Hamiltonian for said digit in state j−i,
we can penalize those segments with insufficient tape for a
full expansion of the input, independent of whether the
universal TM then halts or not on a faulty input. This result
manifests as a kink of the lower-energy bound for a too-
short segment of length w in Fig. 3. Yet, since the marker
Hamiltonian H0 is attenuated by μ as well, the energy
remains non-negative throughout for these segments.
Therefore, the only segments left to be analyzed are those
for which the input can be assumed untruncated.

E. Ground-state energy analysis

When there is enough space for the QPE to be
performed, there are two possibilities for the ground-state
energy of HN . In case MðϕÞ does not halt, any instance of
the TM running on any tape length will run out of tape
space, incurring the penalty explained in Fig. 2. This
halting penalty will always dominate the bonus coming
from the segment length, and we show the ground-state
energy to be λminðHNÞ ≥ 0. In case the TM does halt, there
will be minimal segment length whalt above which segments
will not pick up the penalty from exhausting the tape. Since
the bonus given by the marker Hamiltonian is decreasing
with increasing segment length, the optimal energy con-
figuration will therefore be achieved by partitioning the
whole chain into segments of length whalt, each of which
picks up a tiny—but finite—negative energy contribution.
We prove λminðHNÞ < −bN=whaltcΩð1=T3

haltÞ in that case,
where Thalt is the number of computation steps till halting.
As the system size N increases, the ground-state energy
will therefore diverge to −∞.
The claims of Theorem 1 then follow by combining the

construction outlined with a trivial, gapped Hamiltonian
and a dense spectrum, gapless Hamiltonian. The dense
spectrum Hamiltonian is modified to have ground-state
energy determined by the outcome of the computation of
the QTM running on the tape segments defined by the
marker Hamiltonian, so that the low-energy part of the
spectrum of the combined Hamiltonian will be gapped or
gapless depending on whether the UTM halts or not.

IV. MARKER TILING

In this section, we give an explicit construction of the
marker Hamiltonian.

A. Concept

In order to spawn a fixed density of computations in 1D
without the aid of a fractal underlying structure, we need to

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 4. 2D Robinson tiling construction with instances of a
Turing machine running on the upper edges of the fractal
rectangles. Each edge represents the available tape for the
Turing machine. In the nonhalting case (a), there will never
be any halting penalty, no matter how much tape there is
available. In the halting case (b), there is a threshold side length
after which each rectangle larger than the threshold contributes a
penalty (red), which yields a small but nonzero ground-state
energy density; the ground-state energy diverges. In the 1D
case, we show the segments emerging from the marker Ham-
iltonian from Sec. IV (cf. Fig. 2). In the nonhalting case (c), no
segment length is long enough to contain the entire computa-
tion; all segments obtain a penalty (red). In the halting case (d),
there is an ideal segment length (green) with just enough
tape for the TM to halt; as per Fig. 3, this segment has the
maximum possible bonus. Segments too short (red) contribute a
net energy penalty, whereas segments too long (magenta) do
contribute a bonus, yet not one as large as the optimal segment
length.
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know an optimal segment length to subdivide the spin chain
into. In the halting case, this optimal segment length should
be just enough tape for the computation to terminate.
However, if we aim to construct a reduction from the
halting problem, we cannot know the space required
beforehand, which, in particular, could be uncomputably
large, or infinite. One way out is to spawn Turing machines
on tapes of all possible lengths, and do this with a fixed
density. In 2D, this can be achieved using an underlying
fractal tiling such as that due to Robinson [50]; see Fig. 4.
The two-dimensional construction thus crucially depends

on one’s ability to create structures of all length scales in
order to define “lines” of all sizes [62], which are then used as
a tape for running a quantum Turing machine: The key
property of the fractal which makes the construction work is
that every possible tape length indeed appearswith a nonzero
density in the large system size limit.
As already mentioned, constructing a fractal tiling with a

fixed density of structures of all length scales seems
impossible in one dimension. We therefore replace the
fractal Robinson tiling with a “marker” Hamiltonian, where
the markers bound sections of tape used for the Turing
machine (just like the lower boundaries of the squares in
Fig. 4). We construct the Hamiltonian in such a way that
two consecutive markers bounding a segment will intro-
duce an energy bonus that falls off quickly as the length of
the segment increases. This bonus will be weak enough to
permit an executing QTM to “extend” the tape as needed, in
the sense that the bonus due to the marker boundaries is
strictly smaller in magnitude than the potential penalty
introduced when the QTM head runs out of tape (see Fig. 2).

B. The marker Hamiltonian

We now construct the marker Hamiltonian. It is a local
HamiltonianH on a chain of qudits with a special spin state
j▪i, which we call a boundary, and which separates the
different tape segments. For a product state jψi, we define a
signature with respect to these boundaries as the binary
string with 1’s where boundaries are located, and 0’s
everywhere else, which we denote by sigjΨi. The
Hamiltonian we construct leaves the signature invariant,
i.e., sigjψi ¼ sigHjψi for all jψi. This property allows us to
block diagonalize H with respect to states of the same
signature. For a given block signature, say, (1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1),
the Hamiltonian gives an energy bonus (i.e., a negative
energy contribution) to each 1-bounded segment, which is
large when the boundary markers are close, and becomes
smaller the longer the segment. This energy bonus introduces
a notion of boundaries that are “attracted” to each other, and
our goal is to have a falloff as approximately −1=gðlÞ in the
segment’s length l, where g is a function we can choose. In
brief, “attraction” in this context simply means that the
energybonus givenbyH to pairs of boundary symbols grows
the closer they are to each other.

For reasons of clarity, we start by constructing a
Hamiltonian where the falloff is a fixed function g that
is asymptotically bounded as Ωð2lÞ ≤ g ≤ Oð4lÞ. In a
second step, we allow the falloff to be tuned, replacing l
by an arbitrary exponential in l, such that the falloff is
doubly exponential in the segment length.

C. Construction

We start with the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let H ≔ ðC3Þ⊗N be a chain of qutrits of

length N with local computational basis fj▪i; j▹i; j▸ig, and
for a product state jψi ∈ H, jψi ¼ jψ1i � � � jψNi, we define
a “boundary signature” sigjψi ¼ ðh▪jψ1i;…; h▪jψNiÞ,
extended linearly toH. Define two local Hamiltonian terms

h1 ≔ j▸ih▸j ⊗ ðj▹▹i − j▸▹iÞðh▹▹j − h▸▹jÞ;
h2 ≔ ðj▸▹i − j▸▸iÞðh▸▹j − h▸▸jÞ ⊗ j▪ih▪j;

and set hwalk ≔ h1 þ h2. Let

p ≔ 2j▪▪ih▪▪j þ 2j▹▸ih▹▸j þ 2j▪▹ih▪▹j:
Then,

Hwalk þ P ≔
XN−2

i¼1

1f1;…;i−1g ⊗ hwalk ⊗ 1fiþ3;…;Ng

þ
XN−1

i¼1

1f1;…;i−1g ⊗ p ⊗ 1fiþ2;…;Ng

is a 3-local Hamiltonian which is positive semidefinite and
block diagonal with respect to the subspaces spanned by
states with identical signature sig.
Proof.—The first two claims are true by construction.

The Hamiltonian Hwalk þ P is further block diagonal
with respect to sig because sigðHwalk þ PÞjψi ¼
sigjψi ∀ jψi ∈ H, as none of the local terms ever affect
the subspaces spanned by the boundary symbol j▪i. ▪
As a second step, we employ a boundary trick by

Gottesman and Irani [8] to ensure that blocks not termi-
nated by a boundary marker have a ground-state energy at
least 2 higher than ▪-terminated blocks. It is worth
emphasizing that this energy shift is not achieved by a
term that acts only on the boundary, but in a translationally
invariant way, i.e., by adding the same one- and two-local
terms throughout the chain. In brief, it exploits the fact that
while there are N spins in the chain, there is only N − 1
edges between them. We state this boundary trick rigor-
ously in the following remark.
Remark 3. (Gottesman and Irani [8]). Give an energy

bonus of strength 4 to j▪i, and an energy penalty of 2 to j▪i
appearing next to any symbol (including ▪ itself; i.e., if j▪i
appears at the end of the chain, there will be a net bonus of
2, otherwise a net penalty of zero). Collect these terms in a
Hamiltonian P0. Then, apart from positive semidefiniteness,
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H ≔ Hwalk þ Pþ P0; ð5Þ

where Hwalk and P are defined in Lemma 2, has the same
properties claimed in Lemma 2, but any block not termi-
nated by a boundary will have energy ≥ −2, while all
properly terminated blocks will have a ground-state
energy −4.
Proof.—The first claim is straightforward, as P0 does not

change the interaction structure of H. The last claim
follows from the fact that the only way of obtaining a
net bonus is to place a boundary symbol at the end of
the spin chain, where it picks up a net bonus of 2.
The maximum possible bonus of any state is thus 4, which
is achieved by signatures that are properly bounded on
either side. ▪
From now on, when we talk of “properly bounded,” we

always mean a signature with boundary blocks ▪ at each
end. Individual cases where only one side carries a
boundary are mentioned as such explicitly then.

D. Spectral analysis

In the following, the “good” blocks are therefore those
that have ground-space energy −4, all of which are properly
bounded. Remark 3 allows us to analyze the blocks more
closely, which we do in the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Let H ¼ Hwalk þ Pþ P0 be as in Eq. (5). If

we write H ¼ ⨁s∈f0;1gNHs as the block decomposition of
H, where s denotes an arbitrary lengthN binary string, then
every properly bounded block will either

(i) have two consecutive boundaries, and thus a ground-
state energy ≥ −2, or

(ii) have signature of consecutive 1-bounded segments
of 0’s. In this case, Hs further block diagonalizes
into Hs ¼ Gs ⊕ Rs, where Rs is within the span of
states penalized by P in Lemma 2, and Gs in its
kernel.

(iii) The ground-state energy of Rs is ≥ −2.
(iv) The ground-state energy ofGs equals−4, andGs will

be a sum of terms of the form 1f1;…;lg ⊗ Δw ⊗
1flþwþ1;…;Ng, where Δw is the Laplacian of a path
graph of length w [i.e., a graph with vertices
f1;…; wg and edges fði; iþ 1Þ∶i ¼ 1;…; w − 1g].
Here, l and w depend on the signature s; more
precisely, for every contiguous section of 0’s in s
surrounded by a pair of 1’s, lmarks the left 1 andw is
the length of the section of 0’s.

Proof.—If there are two neighboring 1’s in the signature
s, the penalty term j▪▪ih▪▪j picks up an energy contribution
of 2. SinceHprop is already positive semidefinite and block
diagonal with respect to signatures, any state jψi with
support fully contained in the block corresponding to
signature s must thus necessarily satisfy hψ jHjψi ≥
hψ jPjψi ≥ 2. The first claim follows.

So let us assume that all 1’s are spaced away from each
other with at least one 0. Within the two-dimensional 0
subspace spanned by the local basis states j▸i and j▹i. We
note that the penalized substring j▹▸i is also an invariant,
meaning that no transition rule can create or destroy this
configuration. Any state that, when expanded in the
computational basis, has at least one expansion term with
said substring will thus necessarily have all terms with this
specific substring. The same argument holds for the
invariant substring j▪▹i, and the second claim follows.
Since any eigenstate of Rs picks up the full penalty

contribution of 2, the third claim follows.
If neither of the invariant substrings j▹▸i and j▪▹i occur,

we can assume that all 1-bounded segments of 0’s lie within
the span of the states

j▸▹▹ � � �▹▹i; j▸▸▹ � � �▹▹i;…
…; j▸▸▸ � � �▸▹i; j▸▸▸ � � �▸▸i: ð6Þ

Since there is no penalty acting on any of those states, the
ground-state energy of Gs equals −4.
Each such segment of contiguous 0’s thus defines a

separate path graph, where the vertices are precisely these
states linked by the transition rules given inHwalk in Lemma
2. We denote the path graphs corresponding to these seg-
ments with G1;…; Gn, where we assume that there are
n 1-bounded segments of 0’s in signature s. As each segment
is independent of the others, the overall graph spanned by
these individual paths is the Cartesian product of the
individual paths, i.e.,G ¼ G1□G2□;…;□Gn. This product
of paths is precisely a hyperlatticewith side lengths uniquely
determined by the lengths of the individual segments.
The transition rules in hwalk therefore result in a block

Gs ¼ ΔG; i.e., the Hamiltonian is precisely the Laplacian of
the graph determined by the transition rules (for an
extensive analysis, see, e.g., Ref. [9]). We further know
that the Laplacian of a Cartesian product of graphs
decomposes as

ΔðGÞ ¼ ΔðG1Þ ⊗ 1 ⊗ … ⊗ 1

þ 1 ⊗ ΔðG2Þ ⊗ 1 ⊗ … ⊗ 1þ…

…þ 1 ⊗ … ⊗ 1 ⊗ ΔðGnÞ; ð7Þ

and the last claim follows. ▪
A more direct route to Eq. (7) is to note that Hwalk is by

definition the Laplacian of a graph with vertices given by
strings of the alphabet f▪;▹;▸g, and edges by the transition
rules in Lemma 2. Those connected graph components that
do not carry a penalty due to an invalid configuration
(which either holds for all vertices or none) are lattices
in n dimensions—where n is the number of 1-bounded
segments—and side lengths determined by the segments’
lengths. Equation (7) is precisely the Laplacian of this
grid graph.
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For the sake of clarity, we keep calling the segments of
consecutive zeros bounded by ▪ on either side “1-bounded
segments,” and when talking about the entire string, we use
the term “properly bounded.” We henceforth relabel the
states in Eq. (6) as j1i;…; jwi, where w denotes the length
of the segment. Our next step is to add a 2-local bonus term
which gives an energy bonus to the arrow appearing to the
left of the boundary, i.e., to j▸▪i.
Lemma 5. Define H0 ≔ Hþ P00 þB, where
(i) H is taken from Eq. (5),
(ii) P00 ¼ 1=2

P
N
i¼1 j▪ih▪ji gives a penalty of 1=2 to any

boundary term, and
(iii) B ¼ −

P
N−1
i¼1 j▸▪ih▸▪ji;iþ1 gives a bonus of 1 to

states where the arrow has reached the right
boundary.

Then,
(i) H0 is still 3-local and block diagonal in signatures,

i.e., H0 ≔
P

s H
0
s. If s is properly bounded and has

no double 11’s, the corresponding block decom-
poses as H0

s ¼ G0
s ⊕ R0

s similar to Lemma 4, but
such that the primed versions carry the extra
penalties and bonus terms.

(ii) For any such s, R0
s ≥ G0

s þ 2.
(iii) G0

s breaks up into a sum of terms of the form
1 ⊗ Δ0

w ⊗ 1, where Δ0
w is a perturbed path graph

Laplacian Δ0
w ≔ Δw − jwihwj [where jwi labels the

last of the basis states given in Eq. (6), as men-
tioned].

Proof.—The first two claims follow immediately from
Lemma 4, since all of the newly introduced terms leave
signatures and penalized substrings invariant, and are at
most 2-local.
Since the Cartesian graph product is associative and

commutative, it is enough to show the decomposition for
the case of two graphs G1 and G2, and a single vertex
v ∈ G1 which we want to give a bonus of −1. Denote the
bonus matrix for G1 with B1. We have that the adjacency
matrix AG1□G2

¼ AG1
⊗ 1þ 1 ⊗ AG2

. Vertex v is thus
mapped to a family of product vertices ðv; v0Þv0∈G2

, which
are precisely the corresponding bonus’ed vertices in G ¼
G1□G2 that have to receive a bonus of −1. The bonus term
for G is thus B ¼ B1 ⊗ 1, and the claim follows. ▪
We know that any Laplacian eigenvalue μ, ν of two

graphs G1, G2 combine to a Laplacian eigenvalue μþ ν of
G1□G2 (see, e.g., Ref. [63], Chap. 1.4.6). It is straightfor-
ward to extend this fact to the case of bonus’ed graphs,
which allow us to analyze the spectrum of each signature
block H0

s.
The reader will have noticed that in contrast to Lemma 4,

Lemma 5 does not make any claims about the ground-state
energy of the individual blocks. Naively, one could assume
that the ground-state energy of each block will diverge to
þ∞ with the number of boundaries present, as each of
them carries a penalty of þ1=2, but how does this balance
with the bonus of −1, which we apply to only a single basis

state in the graph Laplacian’s ground space, and not on each
vertex?
In order to answer this question, let us step back for a

moment and develop a bound for the lowest eigenvalue of a
modified path graph Laplacian Δ0

w. We do this in a series of
technical lemmas.
Lemma 6. Δ0

w has precisely one negative eigenvalue.
proof.—Assume this is not the case. Then there exist at

least two eigenvectors jui; jvi with negative eigenvalues,
and any jxi ∈ spanfjui; jvig satisfies hxjΔ0

wjxi < 0. Since
dim ker jwihwj ¼ w − 1, there exists a nonzero jxi ∈
spanfjui; jvig such that jwihwjjxi ¼ 0. Therefore, 0 >
hxjΔ0

wjxi ¼ hxjΔwjxi, contradiction, since Δw is positive
semidefinite. ▪
As a next step, we lower bound the minimum eigenvalue

of Δ0
w.

Lemma 7. The minimum eigenvalue of Δ0
w satis-

fies λ ≥ −1=2 − 2−w.
Proof.—We first observe that Δ0

w is tridiagonal, e.g.,

Δ0
5 ¼

0
BBBBBB@

1 −1 0 0 0

−1 2 −1 0 0

0 −1 2 −1 0

0 0 −1 2 −1
0 0 0 −1 0

1
CCCCCCA
:

We can thus expand the determinant pwðλÞ ≔ detðΔ0
w − λ1Þ

using the continuant recurrence relation (see Ref. [64],
Chap. III)

f0 ≔ 1;

f1 ≔ λ − 1;

fi ≔ ðλ − 2Þfi−1 − fi−2;

pwðλÞ ≔ λfw−1 − fw−2:

As can be easily verified, a solution to this relation is given
by the expression

pwðλÞ ¼ −
2−w−1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
λ − 4

p ð3
ffiffiffi
λ

p
z−wðλÞ þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
λ − 4

p
zþw ðλÞÞ; ð8Þ

where zþw ðλÞ ≔ xwðλÞ þ ywðλÞ, z−wðλÞ ≔ xwðλÞ − ywðλÞ, and

xwðλÞ ¼ ðλ −
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
λ − 4

p ffiffiffi
λ

p
− 2Þw;

ywðλÞ ¼ ðλþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
λ − 4

p ffiffiffi
λ

p
− 2Þw:

There is of course no hope to resolve pwðλÞ ¼ 0 for λ
directly, so we go a different route. First note that pwðλÞ is
necessarily analytic, since it is the characteristic polynomial
of Δ0

w. We can calculate pwð−1=2Þ ¼ ð−1Þ1þw2−w, and
thus know that signpwð−1=2Þ ¼ 1 for w odd, and −1 for w
even. If we can show that pwð−1=2 − 1=2wÞ has the
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opposite sign, then by the intermediate value theorem we
know there has to exist a root on the interval
½−1=2 − 1=2w;−1=2�, and the claim follows.
First substitute pwð−1=2 − 1=2wÞ≕Aw=Bw, where

Bw ¼ 2wþ1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2−w þ 9

2

r
;

Aw ¼ −a1;wðx0w − y0wÞ − a2;wðx0w þ y0wÞ;

a1;w ¼ 3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2−w þ 1

2

r
;

a2;w ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2−w þ 9

2

r
;

x0w ¼
� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2−w þ 9

2

r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2−w þ 1

2

r
− 2−w −

5

2

�w

;

y0w ¼
�
−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2−w þ 9

2

r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2−w þ 1

2

r
− 2−w −

5

2

�w

:

Then, Bw, a1;w, and a2;w are real positive for all w. We
distinguish two cases.
(a) w even. If w is even, we need to show

pwð−1=2 − 1=2wÞ ≥ 0, which is equivalent to

0 ≤
Aw

Bw

⇔ 0 ≤ Aw ¼ −a1;wðx0w − y0wÞ − a2;wðx0w þ y0wÞ
⇔ 0 ≥ aðx0w − y0wÞ þ ðx0w þ y0wÞ

⇔
a − 1

aþ 1
y0w ≥ x0w;

where we define a ≔ a1;w=a2;w ∈ ½1; 2�. Now, for w
even, y0w ≥ x0w, so it suffices to show

a − 1

aþ 1

�
5

2
þ 3

2

�
w
≥
�
5

2
−
3

2

�
w
⇔

a − 1

aþ 1
≥

1

4w
;

which is true for all w ≥ 2.
(b) w odd. Unlike the even case, now we have y0w ≤ x0w,

and it suffices to show

a − 1

aþ 1

�
5

2

�
w
≤
�
5

2

�
w
⇔

a − 1

aþ 1
≤ 1;

which also holds true for all w ≥ 0. This finishes the
proof. ▪

And finally, using a similar approach, we obtain an upper
bound for the minimum eigenvalue of Δ0

w.
Lemma 8. The minimum eigenvalue of Δ0

w satis-
fies λ ≤ −1=2 − 4−w.
Proof.—The idea is to extend the area around −1=2 for

which pw is positive for w odd, and negative for w even,
respectively. We start with pw from Eq. (8), and substitute

pwð−1=2 − 1=4wÞ≕Aw=Bw, where—almost as above, but
replacing 2−w by 4−w—we have

Bw ¼ 2wþ1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4−w þ 9

2

r
ðthe 2wþ1 is not a typoÞ;

Aw ¼ −a1;wðx0w − y0wÞ − a2;wðx0w þ y0wÞ;

a1;w ¼ 3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4−w þ 1

2

r
;

a2;w ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4−w þ 9

2

r
;

x0w ¼
� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4−w þ 9

2

r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4−w þ 1

2

r
− 4−w −

5

2

�w

;

y0w ¼
�
−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4−w þ 9

2

r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4−w þ 1

2

r
− 4−w −

5

2

�w

:

Then, Bw, a1;w, and a2;w are real positive for all w. We
distinguish even and odd cases.
(c) w even. If w is even, we want to show that

pwð−1=2 − 1=4wÞ ≤ 0, which is equivalent to

0 ≥
Aw

Bw

⇔ 0 ≥ −Aw ¼ −a1;wðx0w − y0wÞ − a2;wðx0w þ y0wÞ
⇔ 0 ≤ aðx0w − y0wÞ þ ðx0w þ y0wÞ

⇔
a − 1

aþ 1
y0w ≤ x0w:

Where again we define a ≔ a1;w=a2;w ∈ ½1; 2�. For w
even, y0w ≥ x0w as before, so we cannot continue as
before. Note that, for all w ≥ 0,

1

2

�
4−w þ 5

2

�
≤

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4−w þ 1

2

r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4−w þ 9

2

r
≤ 4−w þ 5

2
:

and therefore,

y0w ≤ 2w
�
4−w þ 5

2

�
w
;

x0w ≥ 2−w
�
4−w þ 5

2

�
w
:

It thus suffices to show

a − 1

aþ 1
× 2w

�
4−w þ 5

2

�
w
≤ 2−w

�
4−w þ 5

2

�
w

⇔
a − 1

aþ 1
≤

1

4w
:

It is straightforward to verify that this inequality holds
for all w.
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(d) w odd. For odd w, y0w ≤ x0w. Analogous to before, one
can show

y0w ≥ −2w
�
4−w þ 5

2

�
w
;

x0w ≤ −2−w
�
4−w þ 5

2

�
w
:

Canceling the minus signs flips the inequality sign and
reduces the odd case to what we show for w even. The
claim follows. ▪

We summarize these findings in the following corollary.
Corollary 9. The spectrum of Δ0

w is contained in
ð−1=2 − 1=2w;−1=2 − 1=4wÞ ∪ ½0;∞Þ.
Let us now analyze what this means for the spectrum of

H0. We are interested only in those blocks G0
s which

correspond to modified grid Laplacians—all other cases are
bounded away by a constant in Lemma 5. In brief, the
answer is that the negative energy shift of −1=2 in
Corollary 9 will be precisely offset by the shift of 1=2
for any occurrence of the boundary state j▪i.
Combining Lemma 5 with Corollary 9, we obtain the

following theorem.
Theorem 10. Let H0 be as in Lemma 5. If H0 ¼

⨁s∈f0;1gNH0
s is the decomposition of H0 into signature

blocks, the following holds.
(1) If s is not properly bounded, i.e., where one or both

ends have no boundary marker, adding a ▪ there
(either by adding one explicitly, or moving one from
a site one away from the end) yields a signature s0
such that H0

s ≥ H0
s0 þ 1.

(2) If s has two consecutive boundaries, one can always
delete one of them and obtain a signature s0 such
that H0

s ≥ H0
s0 þ 1.

(3) If s is bounded and without consecutive boundaries,
H0

s ¼ G0
s þR0

s as in Lemma 5. In that case, the
minimum eigenvalue λ of G0

s satisfies −
P

i 1=2
wi ≤

λþ 7=2 ≤ −
P

i 1=4
wi , where wi is the length of the

ith contiguous 0 segments in the signature s. In that
case, furthermore, G0

s has a spectral gap of
size ≥ 1=2.

Proof.—Claim 1 can be shown by explicitly considering
an arbitrary signature, but with one missing boundary. We
discuss only the left boundary. The right then immediately
follows from the fact that one could at most gain an extra
bonus there from B in Lemma 5.
First consider the case that the left boundary looks like

s ¼ 01 � � �. Bymoving the boundary from the site to its right,
we either break up a double boundary (in case s ¼ 011 � � �) or
enlarge a segment (in case s ¼ 010 � � � 01 � � �). In the first
case, we obtain (i) a net bonus of 2 by Remark 3, (ii) a net
bonus of 2 frombreaking up a double boundary fromLemma
2, and (iii) a bonus> 0 from creating a 1-bounded segment.
In the second case, we also obtain (i), but decrease the bonus

from the segment to its right, which can at most be a penalty
of 1=2. The claim follows.
Claim 2 can be broken up in cases as well. Assume the

double boundary is either on the left or right (e.g.,
s ¼ 110 � � �). By deleting the second site boundary, one
obtains a net bonus of at least 1. The same holds true for a
site in the middle, as can be easily seen.
Claim 3 follows from Corollary 9 and Lemma 5. Every

1-bounded segment is terminated by a boundary, whose
penalty of 1=2 from Lemma 5 precisely offsets the −1=2
shift of the ground state of Δ0

w. The leftover overall energy
shift of −7=2 stems from the original −4 ground state from
Remark 3, and the single penalty of the left boundary of
magnitude 1=2. The gap claim follows from Lemma 5
(i.e., that R0

s ≥ G0
s þ 2) and the spectral gap of Δ0

w. ▪

E. A marker Hamiltonian with a quick falloff

The transition rules in Lemma 2 are those of a unary
counter, as depicted inEq. (6). It is clear that ifwe allow for an
increase in the local dimensionwe can usemore complicated
transition rules—and assume that they are 2-local—tomodel
the evolution of a more sophisticated calculation (e.g., the
binary counter construction of Ref. [20], or the quantum
Thue system constructions of Ref. [9]). Instead of the
linear exponential dependence on the segment length w in
Theorem 10, we then have the following theorem.
Theorem 11. (Marker Hamiltonian) Take a Hamiltonian

H0 as in Theorem 10, but with 2-local transition rules
describing a path graph evolution of length fðwÞ on a
segment of length w. Furthermore, we add an energy shift
of 7=2 by adding a term

7=2
XN
i¼1

1fig − 7=2
XN−1

i¼1

1fi;iþ1g:

Denote this Hamiltonian with HðfÞ. Then, HðfÞ ¼
⨁sH

ðfÞ
s as before. We have HðfÞ

0 ≥ 0, and neither HðfÞ
s ≥

1=2 nor its minimum eigenvalue satisfies

−
X
i

1=2fðwiÞ ≤ λ ≤ −
X
i

1=4fðwiÞ;

where wi is the ith segment length.
Proof.—Precisely the same argument as in the proof of

Theorem 10, taking into account an energy shift of þ7=2
due to the mismatch in the number of one-local and two-
local couplings available in a system with open boundary
conditions; see Remark 3. ▪
We conclude with the following two remarks.
Remark 12. On a spin chain with nearest-neighbor

interactions and local dimension d (including the boundary
symbol ▪), one can obtain a path graph evolution length
fðwÞ ¼ ðd − c1Þw, or alternatively, fðwÞ ¼ ðd − c2Þw,
where c1 and c2 are constant. Each signature block HðfÞ

s
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of the corresponding Hamiltonian thus has a unique lowest-
energy eigenvalue

−
X
i

1=2ðd−1Þwi ≤ λ ≤ −
X
i

1=4ðd−1Þwi

or

−
X
i

1=2ðd−5Þwi ≤ λ ≤ −
X
i

1=4ðd−5Þwi ;

respectively, with a spectral gap ≥ 1=2, where wi is the ith
segment length.
Proof.—A unary counter does not require any special

head symbols (see, e.g., Ref. [6]) It is further known that
one can construct an arbitrary base counter with four
additional symbols (see, e.g., Ref. [8]). Breaking either
of the constructions down to 2-local at most adds a constant
overhead. The rest follows from Theorem 11. ▪
Remark 13. Increasing the local dimension by a con-

stant factor d1 allows us to add two-local penalty terms to

HðfÞ, which enforce that the only blocksHðfÞ
s with negative

ground-state energies as in Theorem 11 have minimum
segment length wi ≥ d1. Similarly, increasing the local
dimension by another constant factor d2 allows us to
assume segment lengths wi ≡ 0 ðmod d2Þ.
Proof.—In the first case, we impose that each boundary

term is followed by a sequence of states j0i; j1i;…; jd1i,
the latter of which we allow to be followed by jd1i only.
Now penalize a boundary term to the right of anything
but jd1i.
The second proof is similar, where instead of counting

once we count modulo d2, and penalize the boundary state
to appear to the right of anything but jd2i. ▪

V. AUGMENTED PHASE ESTIMATION QTM

A. Phase estimation

Just as in the two-dimensional case, we use a phase
estimation QTM to extract the input to a universal TM from
the phase of a specific gate. This phase estimation QTM is
the only ingredient we require from Cubitt et al. [20]; yet in
addition to the original construction, we need to be able to
detect and penalize the case where the phase estimation
does not terminate with the full binary expansion. This
detection can be done with a slight modification to the
original procedure from Ref. [20], Sec. VI.
For completeness and for self-consistency, we state the

relevant results from Ref. [20], Sec. VI in the following.
Theorem 14. (Phase-estimation QTM, Cubitt et al.

[20]) There exists a family of QTMs Pη indexed by
η ∈ N, all with identical internal states and symbols but
differing transition rules, with the property that on input
N ≥ jηj written in unary, Pη halts deterministically after
OðpolyðNÞ2NÞ steps, uses N þ 3 tape, and outputs the

binary expansion of η padded to N digits with lead-
ing zeros.
As the authors state, it is crucial that N does not

determine the binary expansion that is written to the tape,
only the number of digits in the output. The authors
construct this family of QTMs explicitly in three parts:
(1) Apply the controlled Uk gates, where U is the phase

gate encoding η (see Fig. 5).
(2) Detect the least significant bit.
(3) Perform an inverse quantum Fourier transform

(see Fig. 6).
The problem with using this series of steps unchanged is

linked to the fact that we cannot apply the standard inverse
quantum Fourier transform, for two reasons. First, we need
the result of the QFT to be exact, so using approximate
QFT is not an option. Not being able to approximate QFT in
turn would imply we need an infinite local dimension, as
we need a potentially infinite set of controlled phase gates.
In the 2D construction, it suffices for the authors to provide
a phase gate with minimum rotation α ¼ 2−jηj, since the
case of too-short segments can be independently detected
there (see Ref. [20], Sec. V C for an extensive discussion).
However, in 1D, we cannot a priori know whether there is

enough tape space for the full expansion, so finding the least
significant bit is not always possible. A simple solution is as
follows. By Remark 13, we can always assume that the tape
has length at least 10, and≡0 ðmod 2Þ. We can then encode
the input η as follows:

η ¼ η1η2 � � � ηjηj ↦
enc

ϕðηÞ ¼ ϕ ≔ η11η21 � � � 1ηjηj0; ð9Þ

i.e., we interleave the bits of η with 1’s. In this way, by
always reading pairs of bits, we know that once the second
bit is 0, all digits of ϕ have been extracted. In the following,
we assume that all inputs ϕ are always in the form Eq. (9).
The quantum phase estimation procedure can then be

modified as follows.
(1) Apply the controlled Uk gates, where U is the phase

gate encoding η (see Fig. 5).
(2) Move the head to the least significant bit on the tape,

and transition to a unique head symbol there.
(3) Detect the least significant bit.
(4) Perform the inverse quantum Fourier transform

(see Fig. 6).

FIG. 5. Quantum phase estimation, controlled phase-gate stage.
Figure taken from Ref. [20], but with Hadamards already applied.
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Steps 1, 3, and 4 are unchanged. In the next two sections,
we rigorously show how this modification suffices to signal
expansion success, and penalize all segments with insuffi-
cient space for the full expansion.

B. Expansion-success-signaling quantum
phase estimation

As a first step, we consider the requirement that the input
N written in unary on the tape is longer than jϕj þ 3. The
tape is the space between two boundary symbols on a
segment. As such, the segment length determines the
maximum unary number N that we can write on the tape
initially. Since we cannot a priori lower bound the segment
length to guarantee that N ≥ jϕj þ 3, we have to consider
the case N < jϕj þ 3.
We analyze the behavior of these too-short segments by

going through the explicit construction of Ref. [20], Sec. VI
step by step, and analyze how a too-small N affects the
program flow. The phase estimation QTM is defined on the
tape, but such that the tape has multiple tracks: a quantum
track, where the quantum operations are performed, as well
as classical tracks which are used for the control logic of the
QTM; we refer the reader to Ref. [20], Secs. 6.1.1 and 6.2
for details. The QTM follows five steps.
a. Preparation stage. The first cell of the quantum track is

the ancilla qubit for the phase estimation, and the following
N cells are the output qubits for the phase estimation.
(1) Copy the quantum track’s unary 1 � � � 1 to a separate

input track, in binary. This TM can work within a
length N þ 1 tape (Ref. [20], Lemma 30), so there is
no issue with this step. We can thus assume that the
separate input track contains the numberN written in
binary, and padded with 0’s.

(2) The N þ 1 qubits in the quantum track are then
initialized to j1iðjþiÞ⊗N . Again, there is no issue.

b. Control-phase stage. This stage applies the first part of
the phase estimation algorithm shown in Fig. 5. It is crucial
to note here that just because the input size N is not long
enough to do the full phase estimation, the algorithm which
is applied is still run as intended for N steps.

If ϕ has binary expansion ϕ ¼ 0.ϕ1 � � �ϕjηj, then the
output on the first N qubits is

jΦi ¼ 1

2N=2

YN
j¼1

ðj0i þ e2πi2
N−jϕj1iÞ: ð10Þ

c. Signaling expansion success Since we want only to
consider the full binary expansion of ϕ as a good input for
the dovetailed universal TM, we need to have a way of
signaling whether the full expansion has been delivered, or
only a truncated version. We know that in Eq. (10), the first
qubit will be in state jþi if and only if the expansion
happened in full. This is captured in the following lemma.
Lemma 15. If we assume the phase ϕ in Theorem 14 to

be interleaved with 1’s and terminating with a 0 as in
Eq. (9), and if N—the number of expansion bits—was
even, the state post the controlled-Uk stage, Eq. (10), has
the following properties:
(1) If N ≥ jϕj þ 1, then jh−jðj0i þ e2πi2

N−1ϕj1iÞj2 ¼ 0.
(2) Otherwise, if the phase estimation truncated ϕ,

then jh−jðj0i þ e2πi2
N−1ϕj1iÞj2 ¼ Ωð2−jϕjÞ.

Proof.—The first claim follows since the least significant
nonzero digit of ϕ is 1 by assumption, so 2π2N−1ϕ¼ 0
ðmod 2πÞ.
For the second claim, there are two extreme cases of ϕ to

analyze; all others can easily be seen to be bounded by
those. The first case is if there is only one more bit of 1 past
where the expansion happened, i.e., a single 1 that is
cut off: 2π2N−1ϕ ¼ 0.1ϕjηj0 � � � ðmod 2πÞ, and ϕjηj ¼ 0.

Then, ðj0i þ e2πi2
N−1ϕj1iÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p ¼ j−i. The other case is

2π2N−1ϕ ¼ 0.1 � � � 10 � � � ðmod 2πÞ, with ≤ jϕj 1’s. Then,

jh−jðj0i þ e2πi2
N−1ϕj1iÞ=

ffiffiffi
2

p
j2 ¼ 1

2
j1 − e2πi2

N−1ϕj2

¼ 1 − cosð2π0.1 � � � 10Þ ≥
�
2π

�X2jηj
i¼1

1

2i
− 1

��2

¼ 4π2 × 2−jϕj:

▪

FIG. 6. Quantum phase estimation, inverse Fourier-transform stage. Here, α ¼ 2−jϕj, as in Ref. [20]. This smallest angle α allows us to
have only a finite set of gates in the Hamiltonian, instead of requiring an arbitrarily small gate with angle 2−N . Note that this crucially
depends on the ability to detect the least significant bit from the control-phase stage.
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In order to temporarily transition to a specific head state
q? over the leftmost qubit, which we show to have large
overlap with j−i in case of a truncated output, we dovetail
the controlled-phase stage with the following trivial
machine. The head state q? together with the underlying
qubit later allows us to discriminate between the two cases
in Lemma 15.
Lemma 16. We can dovetail the controlled-phase QTM

with a QTM Ms with the following properties.
(1) The head sweeps all the way to the end of the

tape.
(2) The head moves one step to the left.
(3) The head changes to a special internal state q? and

moves left.
(4) The head changes out of q? and moves right.
(5) The head moves all the way back to the left.
Proof.—Observe that after the reset stage in Ref. [20],

Sec. 6.7, the input track is in its original configura-
tion, containing N 1’s and right padded with zeros. We
give the following partial transition table for the Turing
machine.

# 0 1

q0 j#ijq1ijRi
q1 j0ijq?ijLi j1ijq1ijRi
q? j1ijq2ijRi
q2 j0ijq3ijLi
q3 j1ijqfijNi j1ijq3ijLi
qf j#ijq0ijNi j0ijq0ijNi j1ijq0ijNi

It is easy to check that the rules define a well-formed
(orthogonal transition functions where each nonzero tran-
sition probability is 1; see Ref. [20], Theorem 19),
unidirectional (each state can be entered only from one
side; see Ref. [20], Definition 17), proper and normal form
(forward transitions from the final state go to the initial
state, not moving the head, and not altering the tape; see
Ref. [20], Definition 15) QTM.
d. Inverse Fourier-transform stage. The inverse Fourier

transform is applied to the output of the phase estimation. It
is crucial to observe again that the control flow for the
application of the Fourier-transform TM does not change
behavior simply because the tape is too short to contain all
jϕj digits of ϕ.
The trouble is that since we cannot necessarily locate the

least significant bit if the expansion was truncated, we
possibly apply the “wrong” inverse QFT. Thus, from hereon,
we cannot guarantee that the output is related to the input in
anyway to keep the dovetailedUTMhalting, if it were to halt
on the fully expanded ϕ, or likewise nonhalting. As we have
mentioned before, we note that we do not need to care about
this problem: We already have an independent state we can
penalize (q? over j−i) in case the QPE truncates the
expansion.

C. On proper QTM behavior

As in the two-dimensional construction, we have to
ensure that one can write a valid history state
Hamiltonian from the defined quantum Turing machine.
One requirement is that when the QTM is specified by a
partial isometry for the transition rules, they can be uniquely
completed to a unitary transition function. In the Cubitt
et al. [20] case, the authors ensured that unitarity holds by
requiring that the QTM was proper, as defined in Ref. [20],
Definition 20—meaning that the QTM head moves deter-
ministically on a subset of good inputs. This determinism
not only means that there should never be an explicit
transition for a head state into a superposition, but also that
any intermediate superposition on the quantum tape does
not result in the head splitting up into distinct states. For TM
tapes that were too short, the authors could not guarantee
this property (just as we cannot here). The lack of this
guarantee is not an issue in the 2D construction, since the
energy contribution from these cases can be obtained by
exact diagonalization (the binary length of ϕ is known,
hence, also an upper bound on the too-short segment length)
and subtracted from the final Hamiltonian.
The reason for proper behavior in the good case—i.e.,

long enough tape—is more subtle. Assume for now we
have a nonhalting instance ϕ. If the QTM head were to
move in some superposition, it could be that on some long
but finite track, one head path reaches the boundary. Since
there is no more tape, the clock moves this head to an idling
tape. This head path is thus not able to interfere back with
the other head paths. The other head paths could now think
that one has a halting instance, skewing the result. It is
therefore crucial that the QTM we design behaves properly
for long enough tapes.
Remark 17. On a segment which is long enough, the

QTM plus dovetailed sweeper in Lemma 16 we use is
proper, in the sense of Ref. [20], Definition 20.
Proof.—The phase estimation terminates with success

probability of 1 if the tape is long enough, and we refer the
reader to Ref. [20], Sec. VI for a discussion of the proper
QTMs they use, and whose existence we can thus assume. ▪
We point out that for us it suffices that for too-short

tapes, we can inflict an independent penalty on the head
state q? in Lemma 16. Whatever happens after that (since
the tape is left in superposition) we do not care about, as we
discuss in the next section. So, as in the 2D case, we do not
need to ensure that the QTM behaves properly in this case.

VI. COMBINING THE MARKER WITH THE
QUANTUM TURING MACHINE

We know how to translate the QPE QTM dovetailed with
the universal classical TM from the last section—denoted
M—into a local history state Hamiltonian HTM ¼
HTMðM; ηÞ; see Sec. III B and Ref. [20], Theorem 33.
(For brevity, we refer to this dovetailed QPE QTM and
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universal classical TM as the “universal QTM”M.) We also
assume that we have the marker Hamiltonian HðfÞ from
Theorem 11 with an asymptotic falloff exponent f to be
specified in due course.
Lemma 18. Let h be the local terms of HðfÞ, and q be

the local terms ofHTM. Then on the combined local Hilbert
space H ¼ ðHel ⊗ HqÞ⊗N , where N is the length of the
spin chain, we can define the local Hamiltonian

htot ≔ j▪ih▪j⊥ ⊗ qþ h ⊗ 1:

Then there exists a Hamiltonian Hinit, such that H ≔
Hinit þ

P
i htot;i has the following properties:

(1) H ¼ ⨁sHs block decomposes like HðfÞ.
(2) All blocksHs of signature s, where s ¼ 0 orHðfÞ

s ≥
1 in Theorem 11, have energy ≥ 0.

(3) On a block of signature s not covered by the
previous case, s has consecutive 1-bounded seg-
ments of length wi.

(4) On a single segment wi, the ground state ofHs inHq
is given by the QTM history state on a tape of
length wi,

jψi ¼
XT
t¼0

jtijψ ti:

jψ0i is correctly initialized. Furthermore, for some
T1, jψT1

i has overlap≥Ωð2−2jηjÞwith a head state q?
from Lemma 16 over a tape qubit in state j−i on the
quantum tape if and only if wi < jϕj þ 3 (i.e., when
the phase estimation truncated).

Proof.—The first two claims are obvious, since the q are
positive semidefinite, and the two terms in htot commute.
The third claim follows from Remark 3 and Lemma 4. The
last claim is the same argument as in the proof in Ref. [20],
Theorem 33 and Lemma 51, and the overlap follows from
Lemmas 15 and 16.

A. Energy penalty for not halting

In contrast to the 2D undecidability result, we give an
energy penalty to the universal QTM not halting. Since the
universal QTM contains a universal TM after the QPE, we
have to worry about the case that the universal TM enters a
looping state and runs forever. Note that by Rice’s theorem,
we cannot easily exclude this case from all possible inputs
that the QPE expands, as deciding whether or not a TM
loops is already undecidable. Luckily, looping is not an
issue in our case, as the following remark shows.
Remark 19. If the universal TM enters loops forever,

the history state Hamiltonian implementing it will even-
tually enter a state that can be penalized with a local term.
Proof.—The way the evolution of the universal TM is

encoded inahistorystate isbyperformingonecomputational
stepevery timeacounter is incremented.This counter is itself
a classical TM, which is guaranteed to never cycle. One can

thereforeeasilydetectwhen thecounter runsoutof space (see
Ref. [20], Sec. IV D), which is when the TM head runs into
the right boundary ▪ in a state that indicates the incrementing
is not terminated yet. For a base-ζ counter, this termination
happens after ζw steps. ▪
For our purposes, a cycling UTM is thus equivalent to

one running out of space.
A two-local projector suffices to penalize the QTM head

symbol to the left of a boundary marker ▪. We furthermore
give a penalty to the head q? over a j−i on the quantum
tape in Lemma 16 indicating that the phase estimation
truncated the expansion prematurely. We denote the
local Hamiltonian term inflicting these penalties with
P ¼ P

i jhi▪ihhi▪j þ jq?;−ihq?;−j, where fhig is the set
of head states we wish to penalize next to the boundary, i.e.,
all QTM states, and the clock TM states indicating that the
increment step is not finished yet.
Theorem 20. Let s ¼ ð1; 0;…; 0; 1Þ be a signature of

length w, and take HðfÞ
s from Remark 12 with a bonus

falloff exponent f, the universal QTM Hamiltonian
HTMðηÞ from Lemma 18, and the halting penalty term

P. Further define μ ¼ 2−2jηj. We write Hs ¼ μHðfÞ
s þHC,

where HC ≔ HTMðηÞ þ P is the circuit Hamiltonian plus
nonhalting penalty (consistent with Sec. III B). Then either
(1) w < jϕj þ 5; i.e., the phase estimation truncates the

input [65]. Then the minimum eigenvalue of Hs
satisfies λminðHsÞ > 0, and is strictly monotonically
decreasing as w increases.

(2) w ≥ jϕj þ 5; i.e., the phase estimation finishes ex-
actly, and the universal TM does not terminate
within the space given. Then, as in the first case,
λminðHsÞ → 0 from above as w grows.

(3) w ≥ jϕj þ 5, and the UTM does halt after consum-
ing whalt < w tape. Then the ground-state energy
λminðHsÞ < −Ωð1=4fðwhaltÞÞ, which in particular is
independent of w.

Proof.—We first note that a history state Hamiltonian
encoding a computation of length T that picks up at least one
energy penalty, has ground-state energy λmin ∈ Θð1=T2Þ; see
Ref. [60]. A safe asymptotic lower bound λ̄min < λmin is thus
given by λ̄min ≔ 1=T3.
Furthermore, the runtime of the TM T on the limited

space depends on the available tape space w, and on the
potential halting time Thalt. We thus write T ¼ TðwÞ
indicating that the runtime T will be bounded by the tape
in the case that the TM cannot terminate within the
available space (if it terminates at all). A trivial runtime
bound for TðwÞ can be derived from Poincaré recurrence.
Since we demand that the TM be reversible, no two
configurations of tape and TM head ever repeat. For Q
internal symbols, and A symbols on the tape of length w
(where both Q and A are constant), we obtain

TðwÞ < Q × w × Aw ≕TmaxðwÞ; ð11Þ
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i.e., the product of internal states times the possible
head positions times all possible tape configurations.
Equation (11) allows us to choose a falloff exponent f
such that

1

λ̄min
¼ T3ðwÞ < T3

maxðwÞ < 2fðwÞ; ð12Þ

e.g., fðwÞ ¼ 2w for a choice of d ¼ 7 in Remark 12.
We can lower bound the ground-state energy of the

history state Hamiltonian plus penalty part of Hs, i.e.,
HTMðηÞ þ P without the energy bonus inflicted within

HðfÞ
s , in relation to the segment length w by λ̄minðTÞ ¼

λ̄minðTðwÞÞ as shown in Fig. 7. The top panel shows the
case for which the dovetailed universal TM will not halt.
Depending on the segment length w, we have the following
two cases:
(1) For w < jηj þ 5, there is not enough tape for the

phase expansion. By Lemma 16, we know that with
probability ≥μ, the phase estimation results in a
string where the head symbol q? is over a tape qubit
j−i, which shows the phase estimation truncated the
output. Therefore, the head will be penalized by P
with overlap ≥μ. In order to account for the fact that
the part of the computation following on from the
garbage state coming out of the interrupted phase
estimation could well halt, even if ϕ encodes a
nonhalting instance, we scale the lower bound in this
area down by a factor μ, which is still non-negative,
as μ is just a constant prefactor. Observe that it is not
essential that we inflict the penalty term at the end of
the history state (see, e.g., Ref. [9], Corollary 44).

(2) For w ≥ jηj þ 5, the phase estimation finishes
exactly, and the universal TM retrieves the complete

input on which it will not halt; the energy penalty P
applies as well.

In either case, the history state evolution is of length
T ¼ TðwÞ, i.e., the runtime of the computation until the
head bumps into the right marker or the clock driving the
computation runs out of time, both of which depend on
the segment length w. In both cases, the last step of the
computation will be completely penalized. This penalty
pushes the corresponding associated Hamiltonian’s
ground-state energy up by Θð1=T2Þ.
In case the dovetailed universal TM does halt, there is no

further forward transition [66]. The TM head will not feel
the penalty P, and the ground-state energy is that of an
unfrustrated history state Hamiltonian, i.e., zero. Observe
that this transition to zero energy happens at a point Thalt
which is obviously independent from w. The precise
statement is that once there is enough tape such that the
entire evolution of the (halting) TM can be contained, no
halting penalty will be felt, which happens once w is such
that TðwÞ ≥ Thalt. Define this segment length to be whalt.
After including the marker Hamiltonian HðfÞ

s in Hs, we
obtain the ground-state energy bounds shown in Fig. 3. The
dashed blue line shows an upper bound on the negative
magnitude of the energy bonus EðwÞ induced by the marker

Hamiltonian μHðfÞ
s with fðwÞ ¼ 2w. Note that we choose

the loose bound −μ=T3þδ for visualization purposes. By
Remark 12, we know that this bonus in fact satisfies
−μ=2fðwÞ ≤ EðwÞ. With Eq. (12), we know that

T3ðwÞ < 2fðwÞ ⇔
1

T3ðwÞ >
1

2fðwÞ
≥ −EðwÞ;

and thus clearly

FIG. 7. Lower bounds to the ground-state energy of the QTM history state Hamiltonian on a single segment, as a function of the
segment length, in the halting and nonhalting cases.
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λmin þ EðwÞ ≥ λ̄min þ EðwÞ > 0: ð13Þ

Observe thatHðfÞ
s commutes with bothHTMðηÞ and P, so

the resulting ground-state energy of H for the block of
segment length w will simply be

λminðHsÞ ¼ EðwÞ þ λminðHTMðηÞ þ PÞ:

The solid red line shows the lower bound achieved by
subtracting the smaller attractive contribution EðwÞ from
the lower bound for λminðHTMðηÞ þ PÞ ≥ λ̄min. We again
consider each case separately.
If the dovetailed UTM does not halt, we subtract jEðwÞj

[or, equivalently, add EðwÞ, since EðwÞ is negative] from
the lower bound we proved before. The ground-state energy
λmin þ EðwÞ > 0 by Eq. (13).
If the UTM does halt, on the other hand, there exists a

halting time Thalt such that λ̄minðwÞ ¼ 0 for all w > whalt
(see magnified area). Halting thus immediately implies that

λminðwÞ
�
≥ λ̄minðwÞ þ EðwÞ > 0 for all w < whalt;

¼ −fðwÞ < 0 otherwise:

This proves the last claim. ▪
We observe that in the halting case, the energy is smallest

when the segment length is precisely whalt, as jEðwÞj is
strictly monotonically decreasing.
In light of Remark 12, i.e., the fact that HðfÞ breaks into

signature blocksHðfÞ
s , we want to extend Theorem 20 to the

case where the signature s is not just a single segment, but a
series of segments of varying length. We capture this in the
following lemma.
Lemma 21. Let the notation be as in Theorem 20, but

take a signature swith potentially multiple segment lengths
ðwiÞi as in Theorem 11. Let νðwiÞ be the energy of the
ground state of a block segment of length wi. Then,

λminðHsÞ ¼
X
i

νðwiÞ:

Proof.—BothHTMðηÞ and P commute withHðfÞ
s , and we

use the same Cartesian graph product argument for the
latter as in Lemma 5.
We now come to the main technical lemma.
Theorem 22. For any Turing machine M and input η ∈

N to M, we can explicitly construct a sequence of 1D,
translationally invariant, nearest-neighbor Hamiltonians
HNðη;MÞ on the Hilbert space ðCdÞ⊗N with the property
that either
(1) MðηÞ does not halt, and λminðHNÞ ≥ 0 for all N, or
(2) MðηÞ halts, and

λminðHNÞ
�
< −bN=whaltcΩð1=T3

haltÞ; N > whalt;

≥ 0; N ≤ whalt;

where Thalt is the time needed for MðηÞ to halt, and
whalt is the length of the tape accessed during the
computation.

Proof.—We set H ≔ HCðM; ηÞ þHðfÞ for HCðM; ηÞ ¼
HTMðM; ηÞ þ P, and with fðwÞ ¼ w2 as in Lemma 21, but
with the full marker Hamiltonian HðfÞ instead of a single
signature block. We already know thatH is block diagonal,
and by Lemma 21 we know the spectrum of each block.
There are two cases.
(1) MðηÞ does not halt. By Theorem 20, we know that

the ground-state energy contribution of a single
segment is falling off monotonically with the seg-
ment length. By Lemma 21, we know that the overall
ground-state energy is the sum of the individual
segments. The block with the lowest energy is thus
the one with a single segment of length N, and in
particular, non-negative (or if we do not penalize the
rightmost halting boundary, then the ground-state
energy is zero).

(2) MðηÞ halts after Thalt steps, having consumed whalt
tape. If N < whalt the same argument as above holds.
If N > whalt, we have space for at least bN=whaltc
segments of tape on which the TM terminates. It is
beneficial to have as many such segments as
possible, as each of these contributes an energy
EðwhaltÞ < 0. Ignoring the rightmost segment of
nonfull length (which is a single constant energy
penalty), the block with a signature where the
shortest possible segments on which the TM can
halt are left aligned has the lowest energy
< −Ωð1=T3

haltÞ. Since there is only a single right-
most segment, but OðNÞ bonus’ed segments, the
asymptotic bound is λminðHNÞ < −Ωð1=T3

haltÞ.
The claim follows. ▪
Note that the ground-state energy ofH diverges to minus

infinity in the halting case, but the ground-state energy
density is bounded.

VII. UNDECIDABILITY OF THE SPECTRAL GAP

In order to obtain the full result, we need to shift the
energy spectrum of H from Theorem 22 up so that its
ground state is either ≥1, or diverges toward −∞, add a
trivial Hamiltonian with ground-state energy 0, and another
Hamiltonian with continuous spectrum. We begin by
observing that an energy shift is readily achieved as
follows.
Lemma 23. By adding at most two-local identity

terms, we can shift the energy of H from Theorem 22
such that

λminðHÞ
�≥ 1 if the TM does not halt;

→ −∞ in the halting case:
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Proof.—Employ Gottesman and Irani’s [8] boundary
trick again (cf. Remark 3), which hinges on the fact that
there is N one-local but only N − 1 two-local terms. ▪
The next step is to construct a simple Hamiltonian with a

unique ground state of energy 0, and a spectral gap of 1.
Lemma 24. There exists a one-local translationally

invariant Hamiltonian Htrivial on ðC2Þ⊗N which is diagonal
in the computational basis, with unique zero-energy ground
state j00 � � � 0i, and all other λ ∈ specðHtrivialÞ satisfy λ ≥ 1.
Proof.—Take Htrivial ¼

P
N
i¼1 j1iih1ij. ▪

Furthermore, we need a Hamiltonian with continuous
spectrum in ½0;∞Þ in the thermodynamic limit, which we
call Hdense. With this, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 25. Take H from Theorem 22 with shifted

energy as in Lemma 23, and let HC denote the Hilbert
space on which it acts. Take Hdense as defined and denote
the Hilbert space on which it actsHdense. Finally, letHtrivial
be the trivial ground-state-energy 0 Hamiltonian from
Lemma 24 with Hilbert space Htrivial. Then we can
construct a Hamiltonian Htot ¼ HtotðH;Hdense;HtrivialÞ
on H ≔ ðHC ⊗ HdenseÞ ⊕ Htrivial as in Sec. III B such that

specðHtotÞ ¼ f0g ∪ ½specðHÞ þ specðHdenseÞ� ∪ G;

where G ⊂ ½1;∞Þ.
Proof.—We use a trick from Ref. [67]. Define

Hguard ≔
XN
i¼1

ð1ðiÞ1;2 ⊗ 1ðiþ1Þ
3 þ 1ðiÞ3 ⊗ 1ðiþ1Þ

1;2 Þ:

It is clear that any state with support on both HC ⊗ Hdense
andHtrivial will incur an energy penalty fromHguard. Define
further

Htot ¼ H ⊗ 12 ⊕ 03 þ 11 ⊗ Hdense ⊕ 03

þ 01;2 ⊕ Htrivial þHguard:

Then the claim follows. ▪
Since the halting problem is undecidable in general, we

obtain our main result Theorem 1, which we restate in the
following way.
Theorem 26. Undecidability of the spectral gap in 1D.

Let β ∈ ð0; 1� be arbitrary. Whether the Hamiltonian in
Theorem 25 is gapped with a spectral gap of 1, or is
gapless, is undecidable, even if we multiply H and Hdense
by β. Htot can then be assumed to comprise local terms as
laid out in Theorem 1.
We note that the properties required from H and Hdense

in Theorem 25 remain true, independent of any constant
prefactor β; i.e., the spectral gap for

Htot ¼ βðH ⊗ 12 ⊕ 03 þ 11 ⊗ Hdense ⊕ 03Þ
þ 01;2 ⊕ Htrivial þHguard

remains undecidable, for all β > 0.
In addition, this scalability means we can assume wlog

that the local terms ofH andHdense have norm k · k ≤ 1 for
β ≤ 1. The estimates of the norms in Theorem 1 then stem
from computing the norms of the terms in Htrivial and
Hguard. ▪

VIII. EXTENSIONS OF THE RESULT

A. Periodic boundary conditions

Theorem 1 can, in a limited fashion, be extended to
periodic boundary conditions, which we summarize in the
following lemma and theorem.
Lemma 27. Theorem 1 holds, even on 1D spin chains

with periodic boundary conditions, and under the
assumption that the spin-chain instances all have length
coprime to P, at the cost of a local dimension that grows
with P.
Proof.—Take the Hamiltonian from Theorem 1. The

only difference in the open boundary conditions case is that
there is no mismatch between the number of 1- and 2-local
terms, so we have to modify those parts of the proof
carefully.
We first note that Remark 3 relies on this boundary trick.

In the periodic case, however, we cannot use it. The reason
for Remark 3 is to enforce all segments to have right
boundaries, otherwise a segment which is half-unbounded
on the right would pick up the bonus from the marker
Hamiltonian, but no penalty due to the TM running out of
tape. This problem never occurs on a ring: If there is at least
one marker present, it is automatically guaranteed that each
segment is properly bounded. Therefore, if we drop the
term P0, Lemma 4 goes through, but such that the resulting
Hamiltonian has a ground-state energy of 0, not −4.
The next step which needs amendment is in Theorem 10,

where we note that there is no leftover penalty of 1=2 from
the leftmost boundary marker—bonus and penalty terms
from Lemma 5 precisely cancel. To this end, there is no
energy shift necessary.
The last issue is with Lemma 24: While one can

straightforwardly create a Hamiltonian with constant neg-
ative ground-state energy when there are open boundary
conditions, this is not the case with periodic systems. To
circumvent this, we assume we have a trivial Hamiltonian
Htrivial with unique classical ground state with energy 0 and
first excited state 1. We then shift everything else up by a
constant. Under the stated assumption that the spin loop has
a length coprime to P, the positive energy shift can be
achieved by adding an ancillary Hilbert space of dimension
P, and adding local projectors that enforce a tiling a la
1; 2; 3;…; P. Since this tiling has to be broken at least at
one site on the ring, there is a constant energy shift.
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The overall Hamiltonian then reads, as before,

Htot ¼ H0 ⊗ 12 ⊕ 03 þ 11 ⊗ Hdense ⊕ 03

þ 01;2 ⊕ Htrivial þHguard;

where H0 equals H from Theorem 1, with the P-periodic
tiling enforced. In the nonhalting case, Htot will be gapped
withΔ ≥ 1, and unique ground state. In the halting case,H0
will have an energy that diverges to −∞ (despite the
constant energy shift inflicted by the P-periodic tiling), and
therefore pulls the dense spectrum of Hdense with it. The
claim of the theorem follows. ▪

B. Purely transverse field η dependence

Thus far, the terms in Theorem 1 explicitly dependent on
the phase ϕ are two-local. More specifically, there are the
one-local terms a0 with a coefficient of β2−2jηj, as well as
the terms b000 with prefactors exp½�iπϕðηÞ� and b0000 with
prefactors expð�iπ2−2jηjÞ, respectively.
We can strengthen our findings by making the η-

dependent terms all one-local. This is a straightforward
observation, and we leave the details to the reader.
Remark 28. There exists a variant of the QPE QTM

such that the corresponding Hamiltonian HTMðηÞ has only
one-local terms that depend on η.
Proof.—The two-local terms dependent on η stem from

two steps of the phase estimation algorithm:
(1) The controlled-phase gates with powers of the gate

Uϕ, and
(2) the inverse QFT with powers of the controlled

rotation Uα.
Naturally, any modification to the QPE QTM will directly
translate to the corresponding history state Hamiltonian
HTM; in particular, if we manage to modify the algorithm to
make the gates that depend on η one-local, the resulting
Hamiltonian can be rendered one-local as well. To this end,
we first note the circuit identity

where V ¼ ffiffiffiffi
U

p
, as, e.g., explained in Ref. [61], Fig. 4.6.

Furthermore, we note that a generic translation of a circuit
gate V to a Hamiltonian—say, at time step t—results in a
local term a la

hV;t ¼
X
i

ðjtijii − jtþ 1iVjiiÞðhtjhij − htþ 1jhijV†Þ:

The locality of hV;t thus crucially depends on how the clock
is implemented, and there exists a long history of develop-
ment rendering those transitions two-local [8,9]. Yet for our
purposes we like said gate to be implemented exactly, and

such that if V depends on η, the overall term does not
become two-local, which can be achieved by ensuring that
the clock transition jti⟼jtþ 1i is a geometrically one-
local term on the physical spins, during which V is applied
to the quantum register contained within the very same
spin. It is clear that this amendment can be done in a
translationally invariant fashion within the context of
Feynman’s standard circuit-to-Hamiltonian construction,
at the cost of increasing the local dimension slightly. ▪

IX. DISCUSSION

Despite the indications that 1D spin chains are simpler
systems than higher-dimensional lattice models, we show
that the spectral gap problem is undecidable even in
dimension one, settling one of the big open questions
left in Ref. [19]. At the same time, the construction we
present has some distinguishing features from the 2D
construction.
In the 2D case, the ground state behaves as a highly

nonclassical model, showing all features of criticality, for
any system size where the universal Turing machine
embedded in the model does not halt. If the machine
eventually halts, starting from the corresponding system
size, the ground state will abruptly transition to a classical
product state. The construction we present shows the
opposite property: The ground state is a product classical
state of the trivial Hamiltonian

P
N
i¼1 j1iih1ij (i.e.,

j00 � � � 0i), unless the machine halts, in which case the
low-energy spectrum of the Hamiltonian suddenly begins
to converge to a dense set.
While both the 1D and 2D cases can be seen as an

example of a size-driven phase transition [67], in the 1D
construction we transition from trivial to gapless, instead of
vice versa. In 1D, there are algorithms with provably
polynomial running time in the system size [5].
Nonetheless, our results prove that any numerical study
of the ground-state properties will not reveal any of the
phenomena one would expect of a gapless system. For both
gapless and gapped cases, the numerics will instead find a
classical ground state with constant gap above it, all the
way up to some threshold chain length, which is uncom-
putable in general (determined by the tape length required
for the universal Turing machine to halt, if it does
indeed halt).
Therefore, not only is there no algorithm that can

correctly predict whether a 1D Hamiltonian is gapped or
not, but also the known efficient algorithms for computing
ground-state properties will fail to predict the correct
thermodynamic properties of the state—even properties
as elementary as the decay of correlations.
Of course, the polynomial runtime of ground-state

approximation algorithms hinges on the promise that the
one-dimensional system under study is asymptotically
gapped, which is why we do not expect them to work,
e.g., for Hamiltonians with a QMA-hard ground-state
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problem. Due to this fact, we know that all Hamiltonians of
one-dimensional spin chains with a QMA-hard ground-
state problem have to be gapless. Consequently, our 1D
result implies that the premise itself on which all the
efficient algorithms rely turns out to be undecidable.
Our findings extend to periodic boundary conditions,

albeit in a limited fashion, for a number of spins promised
to be coprime to some number P (Sec. VIII A). This
coprimality comes at the cost of a local dimension that
grows linearly with P. The general periodic case with fixed
local dimension remains open. We further show that the
same result holds for the case where the η dependence is
only on the one-local transverse field, and all two-local
terms are fixed (Sec. VIII B). As in 2D, the reduction also
demonstrates that the ground-state energy density of 1D
spin chains is, in general, uncomputable.
An important question to ask is whether undecidability

of the spectral gap is a generic feature, e.g., in the measure-
theoretic sense over some underlying distribution, and
whether the construction obeys some form of stability
with respect to perturbations. The strongest-known stability
proofs for general local perturbations apply only to certain
types of frustration-free Hamiltonian [68–70]. Little is
known about stability of the spectral gap to arbitrary local
perturbations even for much simpler and far better-studied
models than ours, such as the 1D transverse Ising model.
We can say a little more in our specific case. First, note

that generic disordered local Hamiltonians—i.e., those
where the local interaction terms are chosen uniformly at
random, in particular, not translationally invariant—are
known to be gapless in 1D [71]. This no longer holds true
in the case of frustration-free translation-invariant inter-
actions [72], while the question for generic translational
invariant models is still open. Whether or not a random
instance sampled from a collection of local terms is
generically gapped or gapless thus depends on the choice
of the underlying distribution. If, for instance, the local
terms are those given in Theorem 1 (i.e., such that the phase
gate for η and the encoded binary expansion length jηj
match), and our choice of random distribution is over the
encoded inputs η—sampled with regard to some power-law
distribution, say—then the probability that a random
sample thereof has a decidable spectral gap depends on
the universal Turing machine used within the construction.
Yet, in general, even this probability itself can be uncom-
putable (cf. Chaitin’s constants [73]).
Similarly, the type of perturbation we allow determines

whether we expect any type of robustness properties to
hold. For instance, varying the classical couplings in
Theorem 1 (e.g,. a perturbed by a term ϵā for small ϵ)
leaves the construction intact: Any such term encoding a
penalty or bonus diagonal in the computational basis will
change only the corresponding energies by an amount ∝ ϵ.
But bonus and penalty terms are of order one: For
sufficiently small ϵ, the limiting behavior of HN remains

unaltered. In contrast, the Feynman-Kitaev Hamiltonian
terms are not robust to perturbations [60]—any such
perturbation tends to produce a localized ground state
which we expect to break the intended behavior of our
construction.
Perturbing the parameter η appearing in Eq. (3) will

simply change the instance simulated by the UTM; yet for
such a generic perturbation, the binary expansion ϕðηÞ is of
course infinitely long. Since our construction cannot
provide all those gates with bounded-norm local terms,
this type of perturbation cannot be analyzed within the
scope of the Hamiltonians we construct. On the other hand,
perturbing the phase term ϕðηÞ such that its binary
expansion remains bounded simply changes the encoded
Turing machine input. This altered input could, of course,
change the behavior between halting and nonhalting. It is
therefore intrinsic to this construction—and expected for
any undecidable property of the Hamiltonian—that no form
of stability should hold in the encoded phase.
An important point to emphasize is that, in the halting

case, the critical behavior exhibited by HN depends on the
behavior of the dense spectrum Hamiltonian Hdense. As we
prove in Theorem 22, the ground state of HC in the halting
case is a product of segments of length just long enough for
the encoded Turing machine to halt. While each segment
can individually be uncomputably large (e.g., if the instance
was a busy beaver) with a correspondingly uncomputable
amount of entanglement entropy, the overall ground state
remains product across these individual segments. This
implies that even in the gapless phase, the entanglement
entropy of the ground state of HC is independent of the
system size N, and depends only on the parameter η.
Therefore, if the ground state of Hdense has large

entanglement entropy, so will have the ground state of
HN , and thus, detecting violation of entanglement entropy
area laws is also undecidable. On the other hand, there are
instances of 1D Hamiltonians with dense spectrum whose
ground states do not have large entanglement entropy
[74,75]. Choosing such Hamiltonians in the construction
will give a family of Hamiltonians HNðM; ηÞ that always
obeys an entanglement area law. Thus, criticality is not
essential to undecidability of the spectral gap; undecid-
ability is possible even in cases where critical behavior is
guaranteed not to occur.
We conclude by mentioning an open question which is

still to be addressed. As in the case of 2D systems, the
model we present is extremely artificial, with a very large
local dimension, which we do not try to optimize. It is an
interesting problem whether it is possible to find more
natural models exhibiting undecidable properties, or
whether there is a local dimension threshold below which
quantum systems necessarily behave in a predictable way
[15]. I.e., does it hold that below some threshold on the
local dimension the spectral gap problem becomes decid-
able? While size-driven phase transitions can happen in
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2D with very small local dimension [67], these low-
dimensional constructions are decidable. Determining if
this threshold exists and if and how it depends on the lattice
dimension remains a very interesting open question. The
only known result in the other direction, proving decid-
ability for frustration-free, nearest-neighbor qubit chains
[15], is also specific to 1D. Together with our 1D
undecidability result, decidability in this case gives strong
evidence that the dimension threshold has a nontrivial
answer.
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